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Made With Love How Babies Are Made
A Dash of Love, a Pinch of Hope, and a Whole Lot of Good Cooking
Lovina Miller should be thrilled. Pinecraft, Florida, has everything a
young Amish woman could ask for: sun, sand, volleyball games, and
evening singings in the park. But Pinecraft lacks the one thing Lovina
desperately wants—a pie shop of her own. She longs for a place to
gather with the community and serve the treat she loves. A young
carpenter named Noah Yoder strolls into her life and offers a way to
make her dream come true. But before Noah and Lovina can build a
shop—and a life—together, they must each face heartaches from the
past. Is their new love stronger than their regrets? Find inspiration,
romance, and authentic Amish recipes for everyone's favorite food—pie!
I ruff you more than words can say. I ruff you in the biggest way.
Babies and toddlers will love holding, touching, and reading this
adorable board book, featuring soft doggie ears and cuddly animal
illustrations. With Sandra Magsamen's signature message of love, this
book shows your little one just how much you ruff them. An adorable
reissue of a beloved novelty board book from Sandra Magsamen, the best
selling creator of over 30 baby and toddler books, with sales of over
2.8 million copies worldwide!
Wanting to survive, desperate to fly like a free bird, she turned to a
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young exotic lawyer who was also the current CEO of the White
Enterprise for help, to help her fight for her justice and for all the
things she had suffered. She was filled with confidence. She clung to
a tiny bit of hope left in her after two years of being imprisoned by
her past. However, what she didn’t know was that the lawyer had
already met her and had been looking for her all over the place.
For parents, the arrival of a newborn child is an event that offers
the promise of never-ending love. Filled with lively illustrations and
heartfelt rhyming text, Welcome Little One allows parents and children
to celebrate and cherish their bond.
Discover the many ways to tell baby I LOVE YOU in this peek-through
board book, featuring a felt heart and a special mirror surprise!
Race, Class, and Gender in U.S. Adoption Practice
Beecause I Love You
You're Purrfect to Me
I Love You All Ways

Adapted from one of Bob Marley's most beloved songs, One Love brings the joyful
spirit and unforgettable lyrics of his music to life for a new generation. Readers will
delight in dancing to the beat and feeling the positive groove of change when one girl
enlists her community to help transform her neighborhood for the better. Adapted by
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Cedella Marley, Bob Marley's first child, and gorgeously illustrated by Vanessa Newton,
this heartwarming picture book offers an upbeat testament to the amazing things that
can happen when we all get together with one love in our hearts.
Babies Are Made With Love is the world's most universal story told in its most universal
language: emojis. Created for parents who want to be completely open and honest with
their children about where babies come from, Babies Are Made With Love is a sweet,
genuine and humorous approach to sex-ed. (Picture the Birds and the Bees with fullfrontal emoji nudity). This book is an endearing mix of dirty and adorable, helping kids
understand that babies are born from an act that encompasses both love and pleasure.
If you're looking for storks and fairytales, this might not be for you. This is a wholehearted embrace of baby making, free of shame and full of laughs.
Handpicked by Amazon kids' books editor, Seira Wilson, for Prime Book Box—a
children's subscription that inspires a love of reading. There's no better way to say "I
love you" than this message of universal love from Sandra Magsamen, the bestselling
author of Welcome Little One! You're a gift and a blessing in every way. I love you more
each and every day! I love you more than all the stars that twinkle at night And all the
fireflies that glow so bright. I love you as you sleep at night and play through the days.
I'll love you yesterday, today, forever and always. Share your love with your little one
who enjoyed I Love You, Little Pookie and Llama Llama I Love You! This makes a
wonderful gift if you're looking for a baby Valentine's Day book, baby shower gift, or a
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welcome baby book when there's a new little one to love. An elephant baby book with
bright and colorful illustrations, Lots of Love Little One will enthrall parents and children
alike with its adorable characters.
Unschooling means so much more than a hands-on, child-directed, and experiencebased way of learning. It doesn't describe a specific alternative to schooling. It just gets
schooling out of the way so various unique dynamic personal creative ways of growing
up, living, participating, and contributing to communities can develop. When I say
"unschooling," I really mean living cooperatively with children. What began as a way to
approach my children's learning/education has evolved into a whole lifestyle
characterized by unlimited creative possibilities for our whole family. In other words, we
perceive our life as a creative adventure. We're all in it together. In "The Unschooling
Happiness Project," I present my family life as a creative project, share my deeper
motivations behind choosing the unschooling lifestyle, and include some practicalities of
daily unschooling life.
Irv and Mary Reiss (aka Dad and Mom) wrote this book as two letters per day for fifteen
months from late 1943 through March 1945. Friends and relatives added more letters to
bring the total to nearly 1,000. Virtually all of their letters ended with "I love you very
very much" and "I miss you very very much." It's easy to empathize with their
frustrations and anxieties about being separated and worried, especially with the birth
and nurturing of their first child Stephen (aka me) in June 1944. This book title of From
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Burma With Love is an understatement. Irv Reiss served in the US Army from June 27,
1941 until September 17, 1945 for a total of 4 years, 2 months, and 20 days. Foreign
service in India and Burma (Myanmar) was 1 year, 1 month, and 23 days. The foreign
service in Burma was very intense and is the heart of this book -- hence the name,
From Burma With Love. Irv was a labor officer along the Ledo Road from August 28,
1944 until December 11, 1944. His job was to hire and feed and pay several thousand
native laborers (and a few elephants) to help build that road from Ledo, India to
Mongyu, Burma. Read his letter of October 7, 1944.
What Makes a Baby
Mommy, Where Do Babies Come From?
Lots of Love Little One
The Rhetorical Power of Children's Literature
How Babies are Made

Briefly explains the process of sexual intercourse,
conception, prenatal development, and birth.
We love, love, love you, little deer. Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year!! Babies and toddlers will love holding,
touching, and reading this merry little board book with
soft, cozy reindeer antlers. With Sandra Magsamen's
signature message of love, this book shows every little
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deer how special they are during the holiday season and all
through the new year. An adorable reissue of a beloved
novelty board book from Sandra Magsamen, the bestselling
creator of over 30 baby and toddler books, with sales of
over 2.8 million copies worldwide!
A USA Today Bestseller! Share your love with the whole
family with this heartwarming story from bestselling
author, Marianne Richmond. From the author of Be Brave
Little One and If I Could Keep You Little comes I Love You
All Ways, an adorable exploration of how love surrounds us,
no matter what we do or where we go. From morning to night
— through the happy, playful, and mischievous moments — I
Love You All Ways is a sweet celebration of the neverending love for a child. In case you ever wonder, in the
busy of our days, exactly how you're loved by me, I think
you'll be amazed.
This inclusive guide to how every family begins is an
honest, cheerful tool for conversations between parents and
their young ones. To make a baby you need one egg, one
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sperm, and one womb. But every family starts in its own
special way. This book answers the "Where did I come from?"
question no matter who the reader is and how their life
began. From all different kinds of conception through
pregnancy to the birth itself, this candid and cozy guide
is just right for the first conversations that parents will
have with their children about how babies are made.
For the Love of Babies: One Doctor's Stories About Life in
the Neonatal ICU invites readers into the NICU - one area
in the hospital that is unfamiliar and frightening to most
people - and demystifies the place where extraordinary
things transpire. This book is for anyone who has ever
wondered how doctors and nurses work under intense pressure
to diagnose and treat the smallest of patients and how
parents cope with the enormous emotional stresses facing
them. It is a touching and unforgettable glimpse into the
triumph, loss, happiness, and pain that make up the daily
rhythms of life in the NICU.
Baby Love
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Love Me
Always More Love
From Burma with Love
More Than 30 Baby Food Recipes
Give thanks for your little ones with kisses, hugs, and GOBBLES of love all
throughout the holiday season with this backlist holiday classic.
You're so cute and cuddly, too... Honey bunny, I love you! Babies and toddlers will
love holding, touching, and reading this adorable board book, featuring soft bunny
ears and cuddly animal illustrations. With Sandra Magsamen's signature message of
love, this book shows your little honey bunny just how much you love them. An
adorable reissue of a beloved novelty board book from Sandra Magsamen, the best
selling creator of over 30 baby and toddler books, with sales of over 2.8 million
copies worldwide!
Of all the children that ever could be, You are the one made just for me. From a
child's first uttered "Dada" to his or her first unsteady steps, nothing can adequately
convey the joy and awe of watching the birth and growth of a new child. Now
releasing as a board book filled with adorable illustrations and the refrain, "You are
the one made just for me," Made for Me is a winning presentation of tender moments
that tie a father and his new child together—forever.
Most Americans assume that shared genes or blood relationships provide the
strongest basis for family. What can adoption tell us about this widespread belief and
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American kinship in general? Blue-Ribbon Babies and Labors of Love examines the
ways class, gender, and race shape public and private adoption in the United States.
Christine Ward Gailey analyzes the controversies surrounding international, public,
and transracial adoption, and how the political and economic dynamics that shape
adoption policies and practices affect the lives of people in the adoption nexus:
adopters, adoptees, birth parents, and agents within and across borders. Interviews
with white and African-American adopters, adoption social workers, and adoption
lawyers, combined with her long-term participant-observation in adoptive
communities, inform her analysis of how adopters' beliefs parallel or diverge from the
dominant assumptions about kinship and family. Gailey demonstrates that the ways
adoptive parents speak about their children vary across hierarchies of race, class,
and gender. She shows that adopters' notions about their children's backgrounds and
early experiences, as well as their own "family values," influence child rearing
practices. Her extensive interviews with 131 adopters reveal profoundly different
practices of kinship in the United States today. Moving beyond the ideology of "blood
is thicker than water," Gailey presents a new way of viewing kinship and family
formation, suitable to times of rapid social and cultural change.
A guide to raising a baby from birth to age one by applying the wisdom of
Montessori, from the bestselling author of The Montessori Toddler and a coauthor
with expertise in infant care and education. The Montessori Baby guides new parents
in how to interact with babies in ways that assist their development and foster a
respectful relationship between parent and child.
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I Ruff You (Made with Love)
I Love to Gobble You Up!
The Children's Book
For the Love of Babies
Love You Forever

Psychologist Kai Ferguson has had his eye on Kori Williamson for
a long time. His assistant is everything he’s ever wanted in a
partner—smart, caring, witty, and a bit of a masochist. More
than a little, actually, but that’s the problem. Kori won’t
admit her own desires. She’s afraid of him and what he has to
offer. Luckily for her, helping patients face their fears is one
of his specialties. Kori knows she wants Kai. Her boss is the
most amazing man she’s ever met. She’s also smart enough to stay
away from him. Having been down this road before, she knows it
only leads to heartache. She’s just found a place where she can
belong. Another failed relationship is the last thing she needs.
It’s better to guard her heart and let Kai think she’s
frightened of his dark, dominant nature. When Kai is recruited
for an operation with McKay-Taggart, everything is turned upside
down. Kai’s brother, international superstar Jared Johns, is in
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town and Kai must juggle his family issues along with a
desperate hunt for a serial killer. The investigation throws
Kori and Kai together, and they quickly discover the chemistry
between them is undeniable. But even if their newfound love can
survive his secrets and her lies, it may not be enough to save
them both from a killer’s twisted obsession. A Masters and
Mercenaries Novel by Lexi Blake
If I could keep you little, I'd keep you close to me. But then
I'd miss you growing into who you're meant to be! If I Could
Keep You Little speaks straight to every parent's heart,
exploring the powerful feeling of wanting your child to grow up
while savoring every moment. Sure to become a new favorite, this
book showcases author/illustrator Marianne Richmond's ability to
beautifully illustrate the complex emotions we all have.
Indestructibles are the books built for the way babies read.
They are 100 percent baby-proof, chew-proof, rip-proof, and
drool-proof. Printed on a unique nontoxic, paperlike material
that holds up to anything babies can throw at it—gumming,
spilling, dragging across the floor— Indestructibles are the
little books that could. They’re indestructible. And if they get
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dirty, just throw them in the washing machine or dishwasher.
Baby Faces features baby’s favorite thing: pictures of other
babies. It’s a book for parents and children to share together
the many moods of a baby.
In this informative and friendly picture book, children can find
simple answers to questions about how they came to be born: How
did I get into your tummy? How did the egg and sperm turn into
me? What did I eat when I was inside Mum? The conversational
text, clear explanations and child-friendly artwork aim to make
this a helpful book for all curious children and their parents.
More beloved novelty board books from Bestselling creator Sandra
Magsamen! A heartfelt twist on the classic game of peek-a-boo!
Who is just cute as can be? Peek-a-boo, I love you! The sweetest
baby in the world to me! Now with brand-new refreshed art, this
bestselling interactive novelty format with a plush heart on the
cover and sturdy lift-the-flaps on each spread blends a
heartfelt messages of love with a sweet game of peek-a-boo.
Little ones will squeal with delight when a surprise mirror
reveals which little baby is loved most of all!
Babies Are Made with Love
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One Love
Making a Baby
Quilts Made with Love
How Babies Are Made

From the renowned author of Possession, The Children’s Book is the absorbing story
of the close of what has been called the Edwardian summer: the deceptively languid,
blissful period that ended with the cataclysmic destruction of World War I. In this
compelling novel, A.S. Byatt summons up a whole era, revealing that beneath its
golden surface lay tensions that would explode into war, revolution and unbelievable
change — for the generation that came of age before 1914 and, most of all, for their
children. The novel centres around Olive Wellwood, a fairy tale writer, and her circle,
which includes the brilliant, erratic craftsman Benedict Fludd and his apprentice
Phillip Warren, a runaway from the poverty of the Potteries; Prosper Cain, the soldier
who directs what will become the Victoria and Albert Museum; Olive’s brother-in-law
Basil Wellwood, an officer of the Bank of England; and many others from every layer
of society. A.S. Byatt traces their lives in intimate detail and moves between
generations, following the children who must choose whether to follow the roles
expected of them or stand up to their parents’ “porcelain socialism.” Olive’s daughter
Dorothy wishes to become a doctor, while her other daughter, Hedda, wants to fight for
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votes for women. Her son Tom, sent to an upper-class school, wants nothing more than
to spend time in the woods, tracking birds and foxes. Her nephew Charles becomes
embroiled with German-influenced revolutionaries. Their portraits connect the
political issues at the heart of nascent feminism and socialism with grave personal
dilemmas, interlacing until The Children’s Book becomes a perfect depiction of an
entire world. Olive is a fairy tale writer in the era of Peter Pan and Kenneth
Grahame’s The Wind In the Willows, not long after Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland. At a time when children in England suffered deprivation by the millions,
the concept of childhood was being refined and elaborated in ways that still influence
us today. For each of her children, Olive writes a special, private book, bound in a
different colour and placed on a shelf; when these same children are ferried off into
the unremitting destruction of the Great War, the reader is left to wonder who the real
children in this novel are. The Children’s Book is an astonishing novel. It is an
historical feat that brings to life an era that helped shape our own as well as a gripping,
personal novel about parents and children, life’s most painful struggles and its richest
pleasures. No other writer could have imagined it or created it.
Parents will love cuddling up with their little ones and reading this interactive board
book, featuring plush cat ears that make every page even more fun. This book is the
"purrfect" way to celebrate Halloween, and has a loving message that lasts the whole
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year through.
With a something for every occasion, this go-to resource has the perfect quilt to express
any sentiment. Whatever your skill level, you can stitch gift quilts the recipient will
appreciate. Find 19 engaging quilts that are easy to piece, satisfying to construct, and
simply stunning Create a memorable outward sign of caring for any occasion: birth,
graduation, housewarming, wedding, anniversary, deployment, illness, and more
Choose fabrics to enhance the message of each quilt--use precuts and scraps as well as
yardage
Say hello to all your favorite farm animals, in this tall board book featuring five soft,
touch-and-feel tails! Cuddle up with your little one and this whimsical touch-and-feel
tall board book! Babies and toddlers will love recognizing the call-and-response of
their favorite farm animals and touching the soft, tactile tails that appear on every
spread. With rhyming text, adorable farm animals, and an irresistible touch-and-feel,
this board book is the perfect way to engage your little one at storytime and remind
them just how loved they are!
"Where do babies come from?" It isn't unusual for new parents to be posed this
delicate question by the time their child is just three or four. Some children develop this
natural curiosity sooner, some later, but when questions about sexuality and
reproduction inevitably arise, the wise parent will keep this delightful book on hand!
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Playful in style without sacrificing educational value, Andry and Schepp's, "How
Babies are Made," is an invaluable resource for parents eager to help their inquisitive
children learn about sex and the reproductive process with clarity, honesty, and
accuracy. This slim volume will take you and your child through a variety of
reproductive processes in the plant and animal kingdom before finally delving into
human sexuality. Featuring inventive and engaging full-color, paper cutout
illustrations by Blake Hampton, "How Babies are Made" is guaranteed to help your
child establish the foundation on which they will build healthy sexual attitudes and
practices as adults.
A Guide to Living a Happy and Fulfilling Life Through Love and Creativity
Made for Me
If I Could Keep You Little...
Welcome Little One
Indestructibles: Baby Faces
Hug, kiss, nuzzle, snuggle, bounce, rock: There are so many ways to show your
love to baby! Share the love on each spread with simple text prompts and
adorable illustrations of baby animals and their families, from cats to bears to
bunnies. With over two million copies in print, Indestructibles are the books built
for the way babies read. They are 100 percent baby-proof, chew-proof, rip-proof,
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and drool-proof. Printed on a unique nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to
anything babies can throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging across the
floor—Indestructibles are the little books that could. They’re indestructible. And if
they get dirty, just throw them in the dishwasher.
Made with LoveHow Babies are Made
As her son grows up from little boy to adult man, a mother secretly rocks him
each night as he sleeps.
You're perfect to me -- that much is true. But I love you most beecause you're
you! Babies and toddlers will love reading, holding, and touching this board book
with soft, cozy bee antennae. With Sandra Magsamen's signature message of
love, this book is perfect for any beeloved little one. An adorable reissue of a
beloved novelty board book from Sandra Magsamen, the bestselling creator of
over 30 baby and toddler books, with sales over 3 million copies worldwide!
Explaining a child's beginning, is sometimes difficult and considered taboo.
Written from a Christian’s perspective, this book is an honest, eye opening and
humorous, mother’s attempt to satisfy her daughter’s curiosity, of where babies
come from?
Indestructibles: Love You, Baby
I Love You, Little Monster!
One Doctor's Stories about Life in the Neonatal ICU
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Blue-Ribbon Babies and Labors of Love
Our Little Deer (Made with Love)
An adorable reminder of unconditional love for little monsters everywhere! "I'll love you
even when treats are all you want to eat. I'll love you even when you get angry and
stomp your feet! I'll love you no matter what you do. Little monster, I'll always and
forever love you!" Told with Sandra Magsamen's signature message of love, this sweet
and mischievous story reminds little ones just how loved they are... even when they act
a little monstrous! Babies and toddlers will love holding, touching, and reading this
playful board book featuring soft, fuzzy monster horns, and laugh along as a range of
colorful, boisterous monsters get into mischief on every spread. Perfect for Halloween
or all year-round, this adorable book is the hands-on pick for any caregiver and their
little monster!
Readers can turn the wheels, lift the flaps, and pull the tabs to discover how plants
grow and reproduce, how they are used for food and other products, and how these
products are transported around the world.
The ideal interactive book for children and the perfect Valentine's day book for kids! For
readers of Don't Push the Button and Press Here comes an all-new interactive story full
of humor and sweetness that proves there's always more love! Always More Love is a
heartwarming story and fun, interactive experience for families to read and share
together, because the love for those special ones in your life only expands more and
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more each day. Just tap, press, shake, touch, or flip the board book and then turn the
page to find out the many ways love grows! The perfect gift for: Toddlers and young
children ages 3-6 Preschool learners: great for at-home toddler learning activities!
Valentine's Day: the perfect Valentine's gift for children and toddler Valentine's book!
Baby showers Birthdays Holiday stocking stuffer Easter baskets and more! I love you
so much, but there's more in my heart. How is that possible? Well, where do I start?
Geared to readers from preschool to age eight, What Makes a Baby is a book for every
kind of family and every kind of kid. It is a twenty-first century children’s picture book
about conception, gestation, and birth, which reflects the reality of our modern time by
being inclusive of all kinds of kids, adults, and families, regardless of how many people
were involved, their orientation, gender and other identity, or family composition. Just
as important, the story doesn’t gender people or body parts, so most parents and
families will find that it leaves room for them to educate their child without having to
erase their own experience. Written by a certified sexuality educator, Cory Silverberg,
and illustrated by award-winning Canadian artist Fiona Smyth, What Makes a Baby is
as fun to look at as it is useful to read.
Parents worry so much about the best things to feed their babies, and eventually many
opt for baby food sold in supermarkets. This may not be the option because most of
them have a high concentration of chemicals and preservatives, making them the least
of healthiest choices. The best thing to do is to cut down the dependence on them and
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go for homemade baby foods. This book is created for parents who have decided to
give their babies the best of healthy homemade foods. There are more than 25 recipes
in this book, and each one has been tested and proven to be loaded with numerous
nutrients. This book will be your kitchen companion as you feed your babies with new
and nutritious food. Think of the love you will put into making these meals. Think of the
glow you will feel in your heart as you watch your babies grow. Nothing beat those
kinds of feeling. So, get this book now and treat your babies to this. You will be thankful
that you did.
Peek-A-Boo, I Love You!
The Montessori Baby
The Global Garden
Cock-A-Doodle Doo, I Love You!
A Parent's Guide to Nurturing Your Baby with Love, Respect, and Understanding

The Rhetorical Power of Children's Literature is an edited volume with contributions from
established and new scholars of rhetoric offering case studies that analyze a full array of
genres in children’s literature from picture books to young adult novels. Collectively, this
volume’s contributions interrogate how children’s literature is a powerful yet under examined
space of rhetorical discourse that influences one of the most vulnerable segments of our
population. This book is singularly unique given that it will be the first collection of essays on
children’s literature from the distinct perspective of the field of Communication. Beyond topical
novelty, the contributors utilize a range of scholarly methods to analyze instances of the
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rhetoric of children’s literature. Consequently, essays in this volume may be read for both their
specific topical content and as exemplars for multiple methodological approaches to the study
of the rhetoric of children’s literature. Collectively, the contributors set out to contribute to our
knowledge of how instances of children’s literature operate as rhetorical discourses. The
volume is organized by case studies approached through critical, rhetorical lenses that analyze
specific instances of children’s literature from two distinct stages of children’s developmental
reading experiences including pre/early literacy and fluent reading. Structurally, the book
includes eight content chapters divided evenly with four chapters analyzing books for young
children and four chapters analyzing books targeting audiences from late-childhood to
adolescence. An overview of each content chapter accompanies this proposal. is an edited
volume with contributions from established and new scholars of rhetoric offering case studies
that analyze a full array of genres in children’s literature from picture books to young adult
novels. Collectively, this volume’s contributions interrogate how children’s literature is a
powerful yet under examined space of rhetorical discourse that influences one of the most
vulnerable segments of our population. This book is singularly unique given that it will be the
first collection of essays on children’s literature from the distinct perspective of the field of
Communication. Beyond topical novelty, the contributors utilize a range of scholarly methods to
analyze instances of the rhetoric of children’s literature. Consequently, essays in this volume
may be read for both their specific topical content and as exemplars for multiple
methodological approaches to the study of the rhetoric of children’s literature. Collectively, the
contributors set out to contribute to our knowledge of how instances of children’s literature
operate as rhetorical discourses. The volume is organized by case studies approached through
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critical, rhetorical lenses that analyze specific instances of children’s literature from two distinct
stages of children’s developmental reading experiences including pre/early literacy and fluent
reading. Structurally, the book includes eight content chapters divided evenly with four
chapters analyzing books for young children and four chapters analyzing books targeting
audiences from late-childhood to adolescence. An overview of each content chapter
accompanies this proposal.
To Celebrate, Comfort, and Show You Care
How a Baby is Made
Fifteen Months of Daily Letters Between Irwin and Mary Reiss During World War Ii
From Sanctum with Love
Baby Food Made with Love and Skills
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